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Young Champions Awards
NITI Aayog’s Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) and UNICEF India have come together on this
Children’s Day, to provide an open platform to young children of India, to contribute towards
sustainable development.
AIM and UNICEF seek to drive extensive forward and backward linkages within the
stakeholders in India, to prepare children to become young innovators and entrepreneurs.
The awards were presented to the top six most innovative solutions from across the country,
which were shortlisted through the Atal Tinkering Marathon.
Source: PIB.

Sahakar 22
The NCDC, being the most preferred financial institution in the world of cooperatives, has
embarked on Sahakar 22, a Mission for Doubling Farmers’ Income by 2022.
To achieve the Mission of New India by 2022 in Cooperatives, through Doubling The Farmers
Income, NCDC would launch a new Mission Mode activity,
SAHKAR 22 would include:
o
o
o
o
o

FOCUS 222: Converge NCDC assistance for Cooperatives in 222 Districts,
PACS HUB: Transform PACS and other Coops as APNA KISAN Resource Centres,
AENEC: ACT East and North East Coops,
CEMtC: Centres of Excellence to Market through Coops,
SAHAKAR PRAGYA: Laxmanrao Inamdar National Academy for Cooperative Research &
Development as Capacity Development base for SAHKAR 22.
Source: PIB.

India has voted against a United Nations General Assembly draft resolution
on the use of death penalty
India has voted against a United Nations General Assembly draft resolution on the use of death
penalty, saying it goes against the statutory law of the country where an execution is carried out
in the “rarest of rare” cases.
The draft resolution, taken up in the Third Committee (Social, Humanitarian, Cultural) of the
General Assembly was approved with a recorded vote of 123 in favour, 36 against and 30
abstentions.

India was among the countries that voted against the resolution, which would have the
Assembly call on all States to respect international standards on the rights of those facing death
penalty.
The draft aimed to ensure that it is not applied on the basis of discriminatory laws or as a result
of discriminatory or arbitrary application of the law.
India’s Stance of Death Penalty
The resolution sought to promote a moratorium on executions with the aim of abolishing death
penalty. India has voted against the resolution as a whole, as it goes against statutory law in
India.The death penalty is exercised in ‘rarest of rare’ cases, where the crime committed is so
heinous that it shocks the conscience of the society.
Indian law provides for all requisite procedural safeguards, including the right to a fair trial by
an independent Court, presumption of innocence, the minimum guarantees for defence, and the
right to review by a higher court.
Indian delegation has argued for the sovereign right to determine its own legal system and
appropriate legal penalties.
Source: The Hindu.

GSAT - 29
GSAT-29 is a multiband, multi-beam communication satellite, intended to serve as test bed for
several new and critical technologies.
Its Ku-band and Ka-band payloads are configured to cater to the communication requirements
of users including those from remote areas especially from Jammu & Kashmir and NorthEastern regions of India.
In addition, the Q/V-Band communication payload onboard is intended to demonstrate the
future high throughput satellite system technologies.
Geo High Resolution Camera will carry out high resolution imaging. Optical Communication
Payload will demonstrate data transmission at a very high rate through optical communication
link.
1.

Source: The Hindu.

GSLV MK III
GSLV Mk III is a three-stage heavy lift launch vehicle developed by the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO).
Two massive boosters with solid propellant constitute the first stage, the core with liquid
propellant form the second stage and the cryogenic engine completes the final stage.
The success of GSLV MkIII-D2 marks an important milestone in Indian space programme
towards achieving self-reliance in launching heavier satellites. The success of this flight also
signifies the completion of the experimental phase of GSLV Mark III.
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With declaring GSLV MKIII operational, Chandrayaan-2 and Gaganyaan missions will be
launched by this heavy-lifter.
Source: The Hindu.

Point Calimere WLBS
The wildlife and bird sanctuary located in Nagapattinam district of Tamil Nadu spreads across
an area of 30 sq.km and comprises sandy coastal, saline swamps and thorn scrub forests around
the backwater.
Though it is a protected area and a Ramsar site, chemical companies and small-scale shrimp
farms around the wetland have started to pose a threat to the biodiversity and ecosystem of the
sanctuary. It harbors the single-largest stretch of the unique dry-evergreen forest in the country
besides open grasslands and tidal mudflats is of interest to tourists.
It marks the presence of 364 flowering plants including 198 medicinal plants.
Point Calimere is the spot inside the Calimere WLS where the coast takes a 90 degree turn from
the Bay of Bengal towards Palk Strait. The sanctuary and the surrounding wetlands are
important wintering grounds for water birds from the North.
Around 100 species of birds including the Greater Flamingo, Painted Stork, Little Sting, Sea Gull
and Brown-headed gull have been making their presence felt since September. Blackbuck
(Antilope Cervicapra) is the flagship species of the sanctuary.
Other important animals are the spotted deer, black-napped hare, wild boar, Indian jackal, feral
horses, palm civet, short-nosed fruit bat, jungle cat and monitor lizard.
Source: The Hindu.

Editorial
To Read
GSAT-29: Eye on moon, ISRO takes a leap with heaviest satellite
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) launched its heaviest satellite from Indian soil
on Wednesday, in an operation that went almost precisely to the launch plan.
The heavy-lift GSLV Mk III rocket, ISRO’s most powerful rocket to date, launched the GSAT-29, a
communication satellite weighing 3423 kg, into a Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit. The GSLV Mk
III was launched at 5.08 pm from the Satish Dhawan Space Centre at Sriharikota in Andhra
Pradesh. Though there were doubts over the launch on account of a cyclonic storm developing
over the coast of Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu, the launch was cleared on Tuesday by ISRO
and the countdown started at 2.50 pm on Tuesday. The launch is expected to push ISRO’s space
programmes forward on several fronts. “Today India has achieved a significant milestone. The
GSLV Mk III, India’s heaviest launcher, has launched GSAT 29,’’ ISRO chairman K Sivan said,
adding that the launch “completed the developmental flights’’ of the rocket.
The GSLV Mk III is a three-stage heavy-lift rocket with two solid fuel strap-on engines in the first
stage, a liquid propellant core as second stage and a cryogenic engine for the third stage. It is
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designed to carry satellites weighing in the range of 4000 kg into Geosynchronous Transfer
Orbit (GTO) or satellites weighing about 10,000 kg to a Low Earth Orbit (LEO).
The GSLV Mk III’s flight on Wednesday was its second developmental flight. It was earlier flown
on one experimental and one developmental flight. In its first flight on December 18, 2014 the
GSLV Mk III carried a Crew Module Atmospheric Re-entry Experiment (CARE) — a precursor to
the first Indian human space flight — weighing 3,775 kg.
In its first development flight on June 5, 2017 the GSLV Mk III D1 successfully launched a 3,136
kg GSAT-19 satellite — the heaviest satellite launched from Indian soil at the time.
The cryogenic upper stage in the GSLV Mk III rocket, called the C25 engine, is an improvement
on C20 cryogenic engines used in the GSLV Mk II rockets which entered the operational phase
after over 25 years of development in September 2016 following the successful flight of the
GSLV F05 with a 2,211-kg INSAT-3DR weather satellite.
The indigenous cryogenic C25 stage engine operates on Gas Generator Cycle using extremely
low temperature propellants Liquid Hydrogen (LH2) at 20 Kelvin ( -253°C) and Liquid Oxygen
(LOX) at 80K (-193°C), according to ISRO statements.
The cryogenic stage is a highly efficient rocket stage that provides more thrust for every kg of
propellant it burns compared to the solid and earth-storable liquid propellant stages. The
specific impulse achievable with cryo fluids is 450 seconds compared to 300 seconds for other
fuels.
According to space scientists, cryogenic engines provide unprecedented power in terms of
thrust to GSLV rockets in their final stages while keeping fuel loads on the rocket relatively low.
Nearly 50 per cent of the power for GSLV rockets as they push into space comes from the
cryogenic stage.
“The cryogenic Stage of GSLV Mk III is one of the most powerful Cryogenic stages developed in
the world and it generates nearly 2 MW power,’’ ISRO said ahead of the launch. Compared to the
12.5-tonne propellant used in cryogenic engine of the GSLV Mk-II, the C25 stage has a higher
propellant loading at 27 tonnes and higher engine thrust — 19 tonnes versus 7.5 tonnes.
Following the successful flight of the GSLV Mk III D2 on Wednesday, the director of Vikram
Sarabhai Space Centre S Somanath said the rocket “is a vehicle for the future’’. He said ISRO is in
the midst of improving capabilities of the rocket to enable it to carry payloads in the range of
6000 kg.
The 3423 kg GSAT-29 satellite carries communication transponders to provide communication
in remote regions of India. The satellite will provide communication services to the northeast
and Jammu and Kashmir to facilitate execution of Digital India initiatives, ISRO has stated. “The
GSAT 29 carries Ka/Ku-band high throughput communication transponders intended to meet
the communication requirements of users including those in remote areas. In addition, several
new technologies such as Q/V-band payload, data transmission through optical communication
link will be demonstrated. This will help in realising future advanced satellites,’’ the agency said.
The significance
The GSLV Mk III rocket has been designated as the launch vehicle for India’s second moon
mission Chandrayaan 2 which is scheduled for January next year and India’s first human space
flight which is being targeted for 2022 as per an announcement made by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on August 15.
A successful flight for the GSLV Mk III was crucial to expedite ISRO’s moon and man missions.
The rocket is expected to undergo 10 flights, including two in an unmanned human space launch
vehicle form prior to launching humans to space in 2022. In the December 2014 experimental
flight, the GSLV Mk III carried a 3,775 kg crew module to a height of 126 km before it “separated
from the upper stage of GSLV Mk-III and re-entered the atmosphere and safely landed over the
Bay of Bengal with the help of its parachutes about 20 minutes and 43 seconds after lift-off’’.
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Secondly, the successful launch of the GSLV Mk III makes the rocket a viable choice for ISRO to
use while launching communication satellites weighing over 2,500 kg.
India first ventured on the path of obtaining the cryogenic technology used in the GSLV rockets
in 1992 with a two- pronged strategy of purchasing cryogenic engines from Russia and
acquiring the technology from the US.
India is among six nations — apart from the US, Russia, France, Japan and China — to possess
cryogenic engine technology, a key frontier in rocket science.

Mains Question
Q: Quad; a land based or maritime grouping? Elucidate.
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